
Social Media Plan Options
Most Social Media outsourcing companies have a monthly charge in the high thousands 
for managing Twitter and Facebook accounts alone. This does not include a 
marketing strategy. The industry standard for just two channels range from $4,000-
$7,000 a month.

Personally, we think this is outrageous— and think you might agree. What is 
more outrageous is the lack of strategy. Strategy is essential. However, because it is 
complex and varies so widely, most companies do not include strategy. Believe it or not, 
followers and fans can literally be purchased. However, quality is the clear goal over 
quantity. Trust me, I’ve tried both. Buying fans/followers is certainly not the way into 
people’s hearts, and — let’s be honest — it’s not the way to add to your bank account 
either.

Here are the various plans I have to offer. Payment plans are available as needed:

Just the Basics: $700 monthly

• Social Media Audit
• Consultation, voice, and goal assessment
• A basic strategy with marketing advice/consultation (ex: help with paid ads)
• Management of two social platforms – content posting managed by the Creative 

Warehouse. (Ex: Facebook and LinkedIn)
• Bi-monthly meeting times with the client to discuss any concerns, events, 

calendars, etc. 

 I’ll do you one better: $900 monthly

• A Social Media Audit
• In depth Consultation, voice and goals assessment
• An in depth strategy and marketing management (ex: execution, tracking and 

creation of paid ads)
• Management of four social platforms – content posting managed by the Creative 

Warehouse. (Ex: Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, Instagram)
• Instagram and photography tips and tutorials
• Basic SEO analysis and management
• Weekly meeting times (or as needed) with the client to discuss any concerns, 

events, calendars, etc.
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All or Nothing: $1,300 monthly

• A Social Media Audit
• Comprehensive consultation, voice and goal assessment
• Comprehensive strategy and marketing management (ex: execution, tracking 

and creation of paid ads)
• Management of five social platforms – content posting managed by the Creative 

Warehouse (Ex: Facebook, Instagram, LinkedIn, Pinterest, and Twitter)
• Basic SEO analysis and management
• Photography tips and tutorials
• Google Analytics
• Monthly ROI and metrics reports
• Weekly meeting times (or as needed) with the client to discuss any concerns, 

events, calendars, etc.

Social Media FAQ’s
Can’t we just work it out on an hourly basis?

Unfortunately, to work in an “hourly” fashion is virtually impossible to track. Especially 
with comment management, content curation and audience engagement, which know 
no hours.

How long will it take to grow my followers and see an increased bank account?

Quite the complex question, my friend! But to cut to the chase, Social Media is a 
marathon, and not a sprint. Have faith in the process! Unless you hit the jackpot and go 
viral – getting hundreds of thousands of followers can take years!

I’m not really a business, more of an entrepreneur… (e.g. Author, Speaker, “Celebrity”) 
Can I still post on my social media accounts, and browse others as usual?

Yep!
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Does the price of the plan I choose include any “paid” Facebook or Twitter costs and/or 
Google analytic costs?

No. You will want to work out a small (think $70-$200 a month) budget for paid ads/
posts.
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